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Executive Summary:
WeSolv is a startup that focuses on bringing the most qualified candidates to prospective hiring
companies by designing and utilizing case challenges to accurately assess the candidates’ skill
sets. The case challenges consist of several activities (presentations, research, etc.) that the
candidates must execute, which measure their fit for potential jobs. For the past academic year,
the company has provided information on how to obtain insight on their system metrics and to
better understand the process of choosing their assessing skills. Since desired skills in candidates
are fluid throughout time, the company needs to constantly ensure that they have the right
information to stay aligned with the current markets. The research project consists of utilizing
public resources (LinkedIn, Indeed, GlassDoor, etc.) to identify the overall preferred skills for
selective MBA jobs. During the business project, the company has benefitted from the research
performed and the integration of the constantly shifting new job market information. The biggest
impact this research served was the discovery of new skills that align with the shifting desire in
the job market, and the confirmation of suitable skills identified from the past.

Business Context:
WeSolv is a company dedicated to providing diverse MBA candidates to companies by offering
case challenges to demonstrate their capabilities for companies to see. Throughout the world,
companies have been investing billions of dollars to increase the diversity in their workforce, but
with no avail. This is first because of the limited reach the company has, as most companies hire
from the same few schools for their potential employees. Secondly, resumes are unable to
accurately assess performance, so qualified candidates may not have a chance to show what they
have to offer. Lastly, candidate interviews are biased based on a variety of factors, which leads to
unequal hiring. However, there are many MBA students who are unable to show their skills
because they have no prior experience. WeSolv solves this problem by offering a platform for
students to demonstrate their potential in the workforce. The company is able to reach candidates
throughout the country expanding a company’s reach, and assesses their skills using projects that
allow them to demonstrate their abilities. This new approach to hiring MBA candidates disrupts
the hiring process for companies who want the students who best fit their job offerings.

Business Project Description:
Throughout my time at WeSolv, I worked on a variety projects to help suit my
company’s needs at a given time. However, I allocated most time on the MBA Role Job Model.
This project had a three-step process where I would first review previous WeSolv materials to
understand the importance and previous work on my project, conduct my research, and create a
spreadsheet model of MBA job by skills. For the first step, I would go through a few documents
and highlight the Functions, Industries, and Skills they already deemed important or most
prominent among MBA Candidates. I also looked over information about where MBA
candidates are usually placed in the workforce. After the first step, I conducted individual
research. For this section, I browsed the internet for information about the industries, functions,
and job types most common for MBAs, the companies that hire the most MBAs, the skills that
are most important for MBAs, and specific jobs that are for MBAs. After hours of research, I
compiled a document called MBA Job Skills Model where I placed all my research in. Once I
was ready to start creating my spreadsheet, I used the research from before about the companies
that hire the most MBAs to start find MBA specific jobs. Once I found an MBA
required/preferred job, I would read through their job description and find a few key skills from a
given skills list that they required from their candidates and record them on the document.
In addition to this project, I also conducted a few mini projects during the course of the
year. This includes, but not limited to, transferring data from pdfs regarding past case challenges
to spreadsheets, updating contact information on MBA candidates by conducting outside
research, and finding a list of potential club leaders for WeSolv to reach out and expand to.
When I was not working on the MBA Job Model project, I was spending my time on
creating/adding on these specific projects instead.

Figure 1. The document displays all the information researched about MBA jobs,
candidates, and companies. This section of the research shows part of the breakdown of which
MBA majors companies want to hire, and current relevant industries for companies who desire
MBA candidates.

Figure 2. This spreadsheet shows the MBA Job Analysis Model. The picture documents
the first portion of the spreadsheet where it displays the first twenty to thirty jobs with all its
information filled in the given fields.

Figure 3. The spreadsheet displays a couple of hundred names and their information on a
spreadsheet. This data was pulled from a pdf for WeSolv to use at a later date.

Figure 4. The spreadsheet shows all the ethnicity related or business focused club leaders and
their contact information from the top one hundred MBA graduated schools in the United States.
As shown in the snapshot, it shows the contact information of presidents, officers, etc. of certain
clubs, which is not seen in the picture. There were a couple of hundred names pulled from the
internet onto the spreadsheet.

Figure 5. The spreadsheet documents the college professors, directors, chairs, etc. that have
demonstrated interest in working with WeSolv. Outside information was found from the internet
to fill in their job roles and universities to further contact them if necessary.

Figure 6. The spreadsheet shows a list of employees who have been associated with WeSolv.
The list is similar to Figure 5, where it documents the employees’ information for future
purposes.

Business Project Research:
The major question that I focused on was: What skills were most relevant in the current MBA
job market? In order to answer this question, I first followed the guidelines give in step two
during my business project. Through my research, I learned a lot about the general demand of
MBA degrees, from a variety of websites. The source that was utilized most was the official
Corporate Recruiters Survey Report 2018 from the Graduate Management Admission Council
(GMAC) and Accessmba.com, which provides more information about specific industries and
functions that the official report did not provide. In addition to these two main websites, a
plethora of other MBA articles and websites were used to conduct the research that went into the
project.
In order to gather all this information, I researched the four main points that my mentor asked me
to research, which was information on industries, functions, and job types most common for
MBAs, the companies that hire the most MBAs, the skills that are most important for MBAs, and
specific jobs that are for MBAs, as previously mentioned. I first began with the most well-known
websites, such as the website that produced the official Corporate Recruiters Survey Report
2018. After I looked through any relevant information in all the official documents, I moved onto
websites that are specifically tailored to MBA candidates. These websites included information
such as in Accessmba.com, but differ from each other by the variety of information included. For
example, some websites offered the companies that hired the most MBA’s while others didn’t.
After going through a couple websites, I combined all the information I gathered from them to
create a cohesive document. In addition, I read through a few articles about the MBA industry to
add on information onto the research I have done on the GMAC report to create a more wellinformed research document.
When conducting research, I learned how to identify useful information and how to allocate my
time on the websites worth looking at. This was challenging at first because I would look
through websites that didn’t give me useful information, but after awhile of researching, I
realized how to identify websites that would give me information worth documenting. I also
learned how to efficiently find useful information from many articles and websites on the web. In
addition to these researching skills, I learned interesting information about the MBA industry and
how quickly it is changing throughout the years as the job market changes.
The project was a bit tough to understand how to take on at the beginning, as there wasn’t a
starting point to begin with. It took a learning curve until I understood what to find and what was
useful and what was not useful. There’s also so much information online that I don’t know when
there is enough or not enough information documented, as I could always find more. This slowed
down the speed of the project because I would conduct more research than needed on one topic
but not enough on the other.

Business Project Key Learnings & Recommendations:
Throughout this internship, I learned to complete tasks and conduct research efficiently, and how
to manage my time correctly in order to maximize results. This is an especially important skill to
learn, as I needed to utilize this skill in the past. The internship only cemented my ability to
research efficiently and manage my time correctly. In addition, I learned how to work in an
office environment. Being able to travel to 1871 helped me gain an understanding of what it
would be like in a workplace, and having this experience was very beneficial for the future.
Being able to work independently on project that give a benefit to the company helped me
replicate the experience of getting a job, which makes me very appreciative of the skills I
learned. It helped understand what goes into creating a startup and how every part is put together
to create one cohesive function, which in this case is to help connect diverse MBA candidates to
companies. In addition to the skills I’ve learned from this internship, I also learned information
and how to navigate the MBA job market field as a result of the projects I’ve done.
In order to make this experience even more beneficial for the intern and the company, it would
be helpful to be more specific when guiding and introducing an intern to a project. As mentioned
before, I had a bit of a hard time when beginning the project because I didn’t know where to
start, but if there was more clarification on what kind of websites the intern should take
information from and other detail like that, it would be very helpful. In addition, setting a
stopping point on research would help the intern know how much time they should be spending
on a specific portion of their project, so there are clearer expectations communicated from the
mentor to the intern. This would help the intern to understand the expectations sought out from
them, and the mentor would get the work that they desire. Finally, it would be very useful to
check in with the intern more often to make sure they are on the right track. This is helpful
because sometimes an intern may think they are heading the right direction, and it is beneficial to
check up on them to guide them to the best course of action when their actions don’t line up with
what is expected from them.
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